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Fed up of low pay and 
no respect at work? 
Join the union

McDonald's workers like you are making 
history! They have organised in a union--
the BFAWU bakers' union--for better pay 
and working conditions and to demand the 
respect they deserve at work. 

In Crayford, London and Cambridge, they 
are leading the first McDonald's strike in UK 
history--and it's already having an impact. 

After they announced their intention to 
strike, McDonald's announced that by the 
end of 2017 they would offer every worker 
the option of a guaranteed hours contract. 

Fast food companies make mega-profits 
through the super-exploitation of their 
workers, using zero hours contracts and 
low pay as a way to line the pockets of the 
bosses. 

In the US, and New Zealand, fast food 
workers have stood up, struck back and are 
fighting for $15 an hour and a union. 

They have so far made real gains in 
some cities improving workers' lives, from 
wage rises to ending zero hours to union 
recognition, giving them more protection 
and security in their job.  

Sign up to the campaign, join the union 
and meet other fast food workers who are 
fed up of low pay and  poor conditions and 
want to do something about it. 

The campaign is supported by Jeremy 
Corbyn, who popularised the demand for a 
£10 an hour minimum wage and to end zero 

hours contracts. 
●These protests, actions and leafletings 

are about supporting workers inside the 
stores--like those striking at Crayford and 
Cambridge

●Fast food workers are contacting the 
union to find out more―You should too if 
you’re fed up of low pay, crap conditions 
and not getting the respect at work that 
you deserve. Sign up your workmates too!

● Get involved―you can do so in 
confidence.

● £10 an hour ● Union recognition ● No zero hours contracts ● Stop bullying management
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